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Abstract:  There are two distinct forms of legal proof: ordinary legal 

proof and proof of guilt.
1
  They work differently and are based on 

different ideas of what it means to “prove” something.  For proof of 

guilt, the “truth” must be established; for ordinary legal proof, this 

is not required.  Thinking of legal proof as though there were only 

one form of it, has led scholars to pose the so-called blue bus 

problem.  Once it is noticed that there are two different forms of 

legal proof, the “problem” in the blue bus problem disappears. 

 

 

While driving late at night on a dark, two-lane road, a person 

confronts an oncoming bus speeding down the center line of the 

road in the opposite direction.  In the glare of the headlights, the 

person sees that the vehicle is a bus, but he cannot otherwise 

identify it.  He swerves to avoid a collision and his car hits a 

tree.  The bus speeds past without stopping.  The injured person 

later sues the Blue Bus Company.  He proves, in addition to the 

facts stated above, that the Blue Bus Company owns and 

                                           
1
 One could say there were three forms, because a hybrid of the two is used in documentary cases.  

Documentary proof is not discussed in this article. 

 

http://www.zeitschrift/
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operates 80% of the buses that run on the road where the 

accident occurred.
2
 

 

This is the blue bus problem.  The problem in the blue bus problem is 

that while the plaintiff‟s allegation is probably correct, some legal scholars 

think the plaintiff should lose. 

   

Although the defendant probably caused the plaintiff‟s injury, 

the fact finder cannot reach a conclusion that the public will 

accept as a statement about what happened.… [T]he factfinder 

cannot, and the public knows it cannot, make anything other 

than a bet on the evidence.
3
 

 

Notice two things: first, that the same thing could be said if the odds 

were 99.99 to .01 and second, that the comment implicitly deals only with a 

finding of liability.  Why would the public be any more ready to accept a 

finding of no-liability as a “statement about what happened”?  Why is a 

finding for the defendant any more acceptable than a finding for the 

plaintiff?   

The implicit answer is that the plaintiff has the burden of proof and 

the assumption is that all burdens of proof are the same.  This is incorrect.  

There is not one kind of burden of proof because there is not one kind of 

                                           
2
 I have taken this statement of the problem from C. Nesson, The Evidence or the Event? On Judicial Proof 

and the Acceptability of Verdicts, 98 Harv. L.R. 1357, 1378 (1985).  The problem is discussed in many 

articles and books.  I have not been able to identify the first use of it as a hypothetical.   

 

A very insightful lawyer, Craig Jones, has pointed out to me that the statement of the blue bus problem is 

surreptitiously slanted against the plaintiff because the only evidence that any bus was involved in the 

accident comes from the plaintiff.  This is not supposed to be part of the problem.  For the problem to work 

as its author intended, one must assume that the plaintiff‟s accident was certainly caused by a negligently 

driven bus; the only question is supposed to be about the color of the bus. To remove the hidden emotional 

slant against the plaintiff, one might imagine that a whole crowd of people can testify that they saw the 

plaintiff‟s car swerve to avoid a bus, but that, like the plaintiff, they are unable to say what color the bus 

was.  We might suppose, for instance, that, because of the lighting conditions, they too could only see the 

bus in silhouette.  I think the flavour of the problem is different when there are a host of witnesses who saw 

a bus run the plaintiff off the road.  When the plaintiff is the only witness, we think the whole story could 

be made up.  This emotional difference should not change our intellectual approach to the problem, but it 

does.   

   
3
 Ibid. 
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legal proof.  The term “legal proof” refers to two different things.
4
  One of 

them is not really proof at all.  It is simply a way to make decisions.  This 

form of legal „proof‟, the ordinary form, might be called civil proof because 

it is used mostly, though not exclusively in civil cases.  The other kind of 

legal proof, proof of guilt, is truly a form of proof and is extraordinary 

precisely for this reason.  Just as civil proof is used mostly, but not 

exclusively, in civil cases, so proof of guilt is used mostly, but not 

exclusively, in criminal cases. 

I 

  

The obvious place to begin looking at the two different forms of proof 

is with the most striking difference between proof in criminal cases and 

proof in civil ones, the standard of proof.  In a criminal case the normal 

standard of proof is proof beyond a reasonable doubt.  In a normal civil case, 

the standard of proof is proof on a balance of the probabilities.  Because it is 

harder to prove any fact beyond a reasonable doubt than it would be to prove 

the same fact on a balance of the probabilities, we normally speak of the 

criminal standard as “higher” than the civil standard, but the difference 

between the two standards is not one of degree; it is a difference in kind.  

The two different standards of proof embody two different ideas of what it 

means to prove something.  They are part of two different mental processes.  

A judge or juror is required to think in one way when deciding whether a 

fact has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt and in a different way when 

deciding whether a fact has been proven on a balance of the probabilities. 

   

When one decides whether a fact has been proven on a balance of 

probabilities, one compares two cases and decides which to accept.  When 

one decides whether a fact has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, one 

judges one case only, and decides whether to accept it by measuring it 

against an abstract, external standard.  Comparing two things with each other 

is different from evaluating one thing against an abstract standard.  Deciding 

whether a fact has been proven on a balance of the probabilities is like 

deciding which of two people is taller.  Deciding whether a fact has been 

proven beyond a reasonable doubt is like deciding whether a person is more 

than six feet tall.  

                                           
4
 This point is elaborated in S.M. Wexler, Legal Proof and Tort Law, [2007] 33 Adv. Q. 296, 328ff. and in 

Wexler and Cameron, Two Forms of Legal Proof: TheThird Standard of Proof and F.H. v. McDougall 

[2009] 88 C.B.R. 171, 174 ff. 
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Properly speaking, the balance of the probabilities is not a standard of 

proof at all.  It is simply a description of the ordinary way in which legal 

decisions must be made.  In litigation, one party makes an allegation, which 

the other party denies.  The balance of the probabilities mandates a 

comparison of the allegation and the denial.  If the case in favour of the 

allegation is stronger than the case against it, the allegation has been 

“proven.”  Otherwise, it has not.  What it means to say the plaintiff has the 

burden of proof is that if it is impossible to choose between the allegation 

and the denial, the allegation has not been proven.   

 

The mechanism of ordinary legal proof is highly efficient.  It 

guarantees that there will be a decision in every case.  It is also coherent 

because it is not random.  Evidence counts and ordinary legal proof may 

result in what Nesson calls a “statement about what happened,”
5
 but that is 

not required.  Ordinary legal proof, that is civil proof, is not a process of 

proving what happened; it is a process for deciding what will happen.  Will 

the defendant be ordered to pay money to the plaintiff?   

 

Unlike civil proof, proof of guilt does involve a search for “the truth.”  

The phrase “beyond a reasonable doubt” was first articulated in England in 

the early 1700‟s.  It followed closely on the heels of an elaborate theoretical 

discussion about “the truth” that had been conducted in the 1600‟s.  This 

discussion was occasioned by the recognition that no fact could be proven 

“beyond all doubt.”
6
  In earlier times, certain facts, as for instance, that God 

created the Heavens and the Earth, were taken to be known beyond all 

doubt.  In the Age of Enlightenment, with science and exploration leading to 

a myriad of new facts, people started to realize that there was a distinction 

between the Truths of the Bible and the truths of science. 

 

At the beginning of the 17
th
 century, the Elizabethan Lord Chancellor, 

Sir Francis Bacon, a noted philosopher as well an amateur scientist and 

professional lawyer, taught that we could make the claim to know facts, 

even though we did not know them certainly.  This new way of thinking 

overturned the distinction Aristotle had drawn between knowledge, truth and 

dialectic, on the one hand, and opinion, probable truth and rhetoric, on the 

                                           
5
 See the quote at n. 3. 

 
6
 B. Shapiro, Probability And Certainty in Seventeenth Century England.  (Princeton, 1983)  
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other.
7
  It was perceived that a lower order of Truth, what we might call truth 

with a small t, had to be accepted if any of the new knowledge was to count 

as knowledge.  The way this was managed was by devising standards of 

proof, which led to what was called “moral certainty.” 

 

Following Bacon‟s teachings, the Royal Society initiated a project of 

collecting all the “facts” it could.  These included facts of science, 

established by experiment, and facts of natural history and geography, 

established by the reports of explorers.  The standard to which a fact had to 

be proven to qualify for inclusion in the collection was a subject of 

tremendous significance and the members of the Royal Society (professional 

scientists, such as physicists, chemists, botanists and doctors, as well as 

literate amateurs from other fields, like law and theology) engaged in an 

elaborate and very lively theoretical discussion about what constituted proof 

of a fact.  It was obvious to these virtuosi that they were talking about a 

question common to science, history, geography, mathematics, logic, and 

theology. 

 

People at the time were aware that the questions of proof and truth 

arose in law and Shapiro quotes a 17
th
 century lawyer as saying a jury is 

supposed to “sift out the Truth,” and that when they render their verdict, 

jurors should be “fully satisfied in their Consciences.”  Shapiro has no 

reason to notice that this comment, and all the others quoted in her 

discussion of 17
th
 century proof, are about proof of guilt, not ordinary legal 

proof. 

 

Much of the 17
th
 century discussion of legal proof was conducted in 

terms of proving the charge of witchcraft.  Thus, one lawyer says, 

 

If the suspicion upon great probability, and very strong 

presumptions, yet unless these doe leade to prove, that the 

suspected hath made a League and Compact with the Devill … 

they [the suspects] should be released.
8
   

                                           
7
 Rhetoric, Book I, ch. ii, 14, 1357a. 

 
8
 Shapiro, supra n. 6, at  p. 204. 

The “strong presumptions” referred to in the quote came from Continental thought, where a 

mechanical, Roman-canon scheme was used to categorize presumptions and to determine how many 

witnesses were needed for certain allegations and when torture was permitted. Damaška, Evidence Law 

Adrift,  (Yale, 1997) p. 20-5. 
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This is proof tested against an abstract, external standard.   

 

Proof of guilt is about “truth” as this idea was reshaped in 17
th
 century 

England.  It is about moral certainty.  Civil proof is not.  Whatever external 

standard is used, when a juror finds that a fact has been proven to that 

standard, it makes sense to say the juror has sifted out “the truth.” People 

might disagree with a jury‟s verdict of guilty, but no one could disagree that 

each juror who voted to find someone guilty should be able to say, “My 

conscience is satisfied.  The facts alleged are true.” 

 

A civil juror‟s conscience should be satisfied if he or she was 

impartial and turned his or her mind seriously to the evidence.   After that, it 

is not a matter of “truth” or “knowledge.”  It is simply a matter of picking 

one side or the other.  If a juror happens to think one side‟s case is so much 

stronger than the other‟s that he or she is truly convinced of the facts, that is 

an added bonus, but it is not required for ordinary legal proof.  To put the 

matter numerically, a plaintiff is entitled to win if the relationship between 

the plaintiff‟s case and the defendant‟s case is 100/0 98/2, 75/25, 51/49 or 

even, 50.0001/49.9999.  A conscientious civil juror, assessing ordinary legal 

proof, can vote for liability and say, “I don‟t think either side is telling the 

truth, but the judge said I had to choose between them and I‟m voting for the 

plaintiff because I think the plaintiff‟s case was stronger.”  If the juror thinks 

anything else, he or she votes against liability. 

 

The difference between civil proof and proof of guilt is generated by 

the presumption of innocence.  Something more than a balance of the 

probabilities is thought to be needed before a person can be found guilty of a 

crime. 

 

An individual charged with a criminal offence faces very grave 

social and personal consequences, including potential loss of 

physical liberty, subjection to social stigma and ostracism from 

the community, as well as other social, psychological and 

                                                                                                                              
As in Common Law, the Civil Law‟s “degrees of proof” were associated with proof of guilt, not 

ordinary legal proof.  Thus, the rejection of the degrees of proof after the French Revolution led to what 

was called “free proof”, of which Damaška says:  “Although its true spiritual home was always criminal 

procedure, the principle radiated beyond, also effecting civil evidence – albeit to a much lesser degree.” p. 

21. 
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economic harms.  In light of the gravity of these consequences, 

the presumption of innocence is crucial.  It ensures that until the 

State proves an accused‟s guilt beyond all reasonable doubt, he 

or she is innocent.
9
 

 

The presumption of innocence is partly a matter of practical 

consequences, but it is also a matter of ideology. 

 

The presumption of innocence protects the fundamental liberty 

and human dignity of any and every person accused by the 

State of criminal conduct....  This is essential in a society 

committed to fairness and social justice.  The presumption of 

innocence confirms our faith in humankind; it reflects our belief 

that individuals are decent and law-abiding members of the 

community until proven otherwise.
10

 

 

The best way to observe the ideological component in proof beyond a 

reasonable doubt is to note that, though the consequences of some criminal 

trials are very much less serious than the consequences of some civil trials, 

proof beyond a reasonable doubt is required in all criminal trials and is not 

required in any civil trial.  You can be sued for millions of dollars or stand to 

lose your home, and the fact that you are liable must only be proven on a 

balance of the probabilities.  If you contest a traffic ticket, and the only 

possible punishment is a small fine, the fact that you were speeding must be 

proven beyond a reasonable doubt.  This has to do with ideology, not 

consequences.  We think it is more serious when a court decides you have 

committed a crime, no matter how small the crime, than when a court 

decides you owe money to someone, no matter how much money you are 

said to owe.   

 

The distinctive kind of legal proof generated by the presumption of 

innocence is used in all criminal cases, but it is not limited to criminal cases.  

Proof of guilt is also used in civil cases, when it is alleged that a person 

committed an immoral or illegal act.  When such an allegation is made in the 

civil context, the presumption of innocence generates an abstract, external 

standard against which proof is judged.  Since the presumption of innocence 

                                           
9
 R.v. Oakes [1986] 1 S.C.R. 103, 119-20, (1986) 24 C.C.C. (3d) 321, 26 D.L.R. (4

th
) 200. 

 
10

 Ibid. 
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is weaker in a civil setting, a third standard of proof is created.  The third 

standard of proof, often called “clear and convincing evidence,”
11

 is an 

abstract, external standard just like reasonable doubt, but it is a less exacting 

external standard, a lower standard.  (It is “higher” than the civil standard in 

the ironic sense explained above.)   

 

The third standard has many names, for instance, in Dr. Q. v. The 

College of Physicians and Surgeons of British Columbia, a civil case 

involving a doctor accused of having had sexual relations with a patient, the 

court described the allegation as one of “infamous conduct” and said: 

  

The standard of proof required in cases such as this is high.  It 

is not the criminal standard of proof beyond a reasonable doubt 

but it is something more than the bare balance of the 

probabilities.
12

  The authorities establish that a case against a 

professional person on a disciplinary hearing must be proven by 

a fair and reasonable preponderance of credible evidence 

[citations omitted]. The evidence must be sufficiently cogent to 

make it safe to uphold the findings with all the consequences 

for a professional person‟s career and status in the 

community.
13

     

 

The third standard of proof is used when an insurance company 

alleges that the person claiming under a contract of fire insurance 

deliberately started the fire. 

 

The standard of proof which rests upon an insurer who alleges 

arson is well defined in the cases....  Because it is not a criminal 

case the criminal standard of proof, beyond a reasonable doubt, 

is not required.  However, because of the seriousness of the 

allegation against the insured, the cogency of the evidence 

offered to support proof on a balance of the probabilities must 

be commensurate with the gravity of these allegations.   The 

trial judge is justified in scrutinizing the evidence with even 

                                           
11

 U.S. v. Fatico, 458 F. Supp. 388, 404, (E.D.N.Y. 1978).   

 
12

 If nothing else demonstrated that ordinary legal proof and proof of guilt were different, the use of “bare” 

here would.  We use “bare” and “merely” to talk of what is other.  

 
13

 Dr Q  v. The College of Physyicians and Surgeons of British Columbia, 2001 BCCA 241, Para. 21. 
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greater care than would ordinarily be used in a civil case where 

criminal or morally blameworthy conduct is not alleged.
 14

 
 

The third standard of proof also applies if a grievance is brought 

against an employer for an unjust dismissal and the employer alleges that the 

worker was fired because he or she was guilty of a criminal act. 

 

In discipline cases the onus is on the employer to prove that it 

had just and reasonable cause to discipline an employee....  

[W]hile it is not appropriate to require management to meet the 

burden of proof imposed in a criminal prosecution, i.e. beyond 

a reasonable doubt, at the same time, there should be some 

difference on the standard of proof necessary to show cause for 

alleged misconduct which might have involved a criminal 

offence as opposed to other grounds for industrial discipline....  

[T]he company must prove these allegations by “clear and 

convincing evidence.”
15

 

 

The third standard of proof is usually used when the defendant has the 

burden of proof, but it can also apply to plaintiffs.  Thus, in divorce 

proceedings it used to be said that the plaintiff had to prove adultery to a 

higher standard.
16

  

 

Some commentators resist the idea that there is a third standard of 

proof.  Cross, for instance, denies the existence of a third standard and it is 

common to talk about the third standard of proof as if there were 

“variations” on the civil standard. 

 

                                           
14

 United Helicopter Ltd. v. Commonwealth Insurance Co. (1985) 13 C.C.L.T. 144, 146 (B.C.S.C.) 

N.B. The proposition in this case from the British Columbia Supreme Court is explicitly contradicted in 

Continental Insurance v.  Dalton Cartage, [1982] 1 S.C.R. 164, 169, (1982), 131 D.L.R. (3d) 559, 563, by 

Chief Justice Laskin of the Supreme Court of Canada.  “Where there is an allegation of conduct that is 

morally blameworthy or that could have a criminal or penal aspect and the allegation is made in civil 

litigation, the relevant burden (sic) of proof remains proof on a balance of probabilities.”  Laskin, C.J.‟s 

authority for this proposition is the judgement of Ritchie J. in Hanes v. Wawanesa Mutual Life Insurance 

[1963] S.C.R. 154, 164, (1963) 36 D.L.R.(2d) 718, 736.   In this judgment, Ritchie J. relied on the 

judgement of Lord Denning in Bater v. Bater, which I criticize infra.n. 18).  With the utmost repect, all 

three judges are theoretically misguided because they have not seen the point I make. 

  
15

 Cantex Placer Ltd. (1978) 18 L.A.C. (2d) 130, 134-5. 

 
16

 Bastable v. Bastable [1968] 3 All E.R. 701, 704 (C.A.). 
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“[T]he balance of the probabilities” is a variable rather than a 

precise formulation and one which will change with the 

circumstances of the case.... [W]hat arbitrators are doing, rather 

than requiring the employer to meet a standard of proof which 

falls between the criminal and civil burdens, is applying the 

civil standard, but in a flexible way...
17

 

 

To say the balance of the probabilities “is a variable rather than a 

precise standard” implies that the standards of proof lie on a continuum and 

Lord Denning has said, 

 

It is of course true that by our law a higher standard of proof is 

required in criminal cases than in civil cases. But this is subject 

to the qualification that there is no absolute standard in either 

case.  In criminal cases the charge must be proved beyond a 

reasonable doubt, but there may be degrees of proof within that 

standard. ...  So also in civil cases, the case may be proved by a 

preponderance of probability, but there may be degrees within 

that standard.
18

 

 

It is correct to say that the more serious the outcome, the more 

convinced a judge or jury should have to be before ordering that outcome.  

This is a simple matter of common sense, but there are no “degrees of 

proof”
19

 within either the criminal standard or the civil standard.
20

  There is 

no continuum of standards. 

                                           
17

 Cross On Evidence, (7th ed. by Tapper, 1990) p. 156-7. 

 
18

 Bater v. Bater, 1951 P. 35, 36-37 (C.A.). 

 
19

 The phrase “degrees of proof” has no meaning in Common Law.  The phrase “degrees of proof” plays, or 

at least, played a very important role in Civil Law proof.  It plays no role at all in Common Law proof.  

Perhaps one could say the difference between the criminal standard and the third standard was one of 

degree.  

 
20

 To speak about either standard as if it varied according to the “seriousness” of the case is problematic at 

best.  Common sense tells us some trials are “more serious” than others, but law cannot admit this.  Law 

must treat all cases that are not dismissed as if they were equal.  How can law say some trials – whether 

criminal or civil – are “more serious” than others?  Wouldn‟t that imply that some trials are “less serious” 

than others?  Would it then be acceptable for judges and juries to be cavalier in those cases? 

The distinction between more and less serious legal trials, though very much a matter of common 

sense, is theoretically unsound.  Moreover, it be would be impossible to apply.  If you were sued for a 

million dollars, that would be more serious than if you were sued for a thousand dollars … unless you 

either didn‟t have a thousand dollars or had many millions.  In these two cases, the suit involving a million 

would be no more or less serious than the suit involving a thousand.   
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Those who say the standard of proof varies from case to case really 

mean the onerousness of the burden of proof varies from case to case.  It is 

harder to prove some facts than others, but this is not because the standard of 

proof varies.  Some assertions are simply more credible than others, as are 

some denials.  This is what we mean when we say, “A likely story.” 

 

Some stories are inherently more credible than others.  Witnesses and 

evidence can be more or less credible, too.  Who and what is credible varies 

from case to case, from jury to jury, from judge to judge, from jurisdiction to 

jurisdiction and from time to time.
 
 You could once prove someone was a 

witch.  Today, you wouldn‟t stand a hope in hell of proving someone‟s 

action had been caused by The Devil, no matter what standard you tried to 

prove it to.  The burden of proving this fact could simply not be borne today 

and that is not because the standard of proof varies.  It is because we do not 

credit supernatural assertions today. 

 

Different judges and juries find some facts inherently more plausible 

than others. Some facts can be proven to one jury or one judge that could 

never be proven to another.  The same evidence might succeed in one court 

that would lose in another, but the balance or preponderance of the 

probabilities does not vary.  It is constant.  Are you more convinced by the 

plaintiff than by the defendant?  If so, the plaintiff wins.  If not, the 

defendant wins.   

 

II 

 

The different standards of proof mark one difference between the two 

different forms of legal proof.  It is not the only difference, however.  The 

burden of proof moves differently in civil proof and proof of guilt.  This 

difference is not relevant to the blue bus problem, but it does confirm that 

there are two forms of legal proof and, therefore I will explain it briefly. 

                                                                                                                              
The law might develop a “reasonable person” test, but a suit can be more serious to one person 

than another.  Suppose a suit were of different importance for the two parties.  Which party would the law 

look at?  The one to whom the suit was more serious or the one to whom it was less serious?  And anyway, 

the “seriousness” of a suit cannot be purely a matter of money.  Where does a suit about your house rank?  

Or a suit about your job?  Or a suit about your child?  There would have to be an infinite number of 

gradations in the balance of the probabilities.  To specify them is an impossible task and when the law 

undertakes it, problems are created.   In Canadain administrative law, for instance, the “seriousness” of the 

consequences affects how much procedural fairness is required.  Baker v.  Minister of Citizenship and 

Immigration [1999] 2 S.C.R. 817.  This test is legendarily problematic to apply. 
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At the beginning of a trial, the burden of proof almost always rests on 

the party that initiated the litigation, the plaintiff in a civil action, the 

prosecution in a criminal one.
21

   During a trial, the burden can move to the 

defendant.  It moves one way in civil proof, another way in proof of guilt.  In 

civil proof, the whole burden moves to the defendant.  In proof of guilt the 

burden splits and part of it moves to the defendant, while part of it remains 

where it was.  Lawyers speak of both of these movements as “shifts” in the 

burden of proof.  It would be clearer if, when the whole burden moves, it 

was said to “shift” and when part of it moves and part of it remains where it 

was, it was said to “split.”  That usage is adopted here.   

 

One hundred years ago, Thayer pointed out that the term “the burden 

of proof” is used ambiguously to refer both to 

  

(1) the peculiar duty of him who has the risk of any given 

proposition on which the parties are at issue, – who will 

lose the case if he does not make this proposition out, 

when all has been said and done, 

and to 

 

(2) the duty of going forward in argument or in producing 

evidence.
22

 

 

The first is called the persuasive or ultimate burden.  The second is called 

the evidentiary burden.  The persuasive burden has been described as the 

burden of satisfying the jury and the evidentiary burden as the burden of 

satisfying the judge.
23

  The persuasive burden of proof is a burden of proof 

on the facts.  It is this burden to which the standards of proof apply: proof on 

a balance of the probabilities and proof beyond a reasonable doubt.  The 

evidentiary burden is a burden in law.  The question is not what the facts are, 

but what, legally, they could be held to be.  There is no “standard of proof” 

                                           
21

 If a civil defendant admits all the allegations and raises an affirmative or collateral defence, the burden of 

proof starts with the defendant.  If a criminal defendant pleads autrefois acquit, autrefois convict, or 

pardon, the burden of proof starts with the defendant.   

  
22

 J.B. Thayer, A Preliminary Treatise on Evidence at the Common Law, (1898) p. 355. Thayer also said 

there was “(3) An undiscriminated use of the phrase, perhaps more common than either of the other two, in 

which it may mean either or both of the others.”  This third use seems slightly ironic and we ignore it now. 

  
23

 Evidence in Trials At Common Law, (Chadbourne rev. Little Brown, Boston, 1981) s. 2487, p. 292-3. 
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here because on this question argument is offered, not evidence.  The 

argument is about the sufficiency of the evidence.  Could it convince a jury 

on the appropriate standard?  If there is not enough evidence to convince a 

properly instructed jury, the issue of fact on which the evidentiary burden 

has not been met does not go the jury.  If that fact determines the whole 

case, the litigation is over and the judge directs a verdict against the party 

that had the evidentiary burden of proof.  Since the evidentiary burden is a 

burden on the law, rather than the facts, it may be theoretically unsound to 

call it a burden of “proof,” but everyone does.   

The evidentiary burden reflects a judicial distrust of juries.  The belief 

that it is important for certain decisions to be made by juries may be waning; 

juries are used much less now than they were in former times.  But even at 

the height of their use, judges distrusted them.  A judge might think the party 

with the burden of proof had failed entirely to meet it, but a jury might come 

in with a verdict for that party.  The evidentiary burden is a legacy of this 

distrust.  The evidentiary burden allows a judge to take a case away from a 

jury.  

There is an evidentiary burden on every fact in issue.  A judge must 

always decide whether there is enough evidence to submit a case to the jury.  

Using the evidentiary burden to control juries has nothing to do with 

splitting the burden; a judge can use the evidentiary burden to control a jury 

even when the evidentiary and persuasive burdens are united.  When the 

burden is unified, the party with the persuasive burden has the evidentiary 

burden as well.   

On all issues, the evidentiary and persuasive burdens of proof start 

together.  What it means to say the burden of proof splits in a criminal trial is 

that many of the defences that a criminal defendant might wish to raise will 

not be put to the jury unless there is some evidence on which the jury could 

find for the accused. 

 

Although necessity is spoken of as a defence, in the sense that it 

is raised by the accused, the Crown always bears the burden of 

proving a voluntary act.  The prosecution must prove every 

element of the crime charged.  One such element is the 

voluntariness of the act.  Normally, voluntariness can be 

presumed, but if the accused places before the court, through 

his own witnesses, or through cross-examination of the Crown 

witnesses, evidence sufficient to raise an issue that the situation 
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created by external forces was so emergent that failure to act 

could endanger life or health and upon any reasonable view of 

the facts, compliance with the law was impossible, then the 

Crown must be prepared to meet that issue.  There is no 

[persuasive] onus of proof on the accused.
24

 

  

On the defence of necessity, the criminal defendant has the 

evidentiary burden.   If the accused wants the jury to consider the defence of 

necessity, the accused has the burden of providing evidence to support it, 

evidence on the basis of which the jury could find in favour of the accused.  

The evidence may be in the prosecution‟s case or the accused may provide it 

in his or her own case, either through witnesses or by his or her own 

testimony.  The persuasive burden of proof remains on the prosecution.  If 

the accused succeeds in meeting the evidentiary burden and the issue of 

necessity goes to the jury, the accused does not have the burden of 

convincing the jury that he or she was forced to commit the crime. The jury 

will be instructed that the prosecution has the burden of convincing them, 

beyond a reasonable doubt, that the accused was not forced to commit the 

crime.  The burden of proof does not shift on the defence of necessity; it 

splits. 

Just as the presumption of innocence generates the abstract, external 

standard that characterizes proof of guilt, so the presumption of innocence 

causes the burden of proof to split.  In the ordinary civil case, if the 

defendant has an affirmative defence, the defendant is required to plead it 

and bear both the evidentiary and persuasive burden of proof.  This is true, 

for instance, of truth in a libel action and consent in a negligence action. 

Requiring a criminal defendant to bear the persuasive burden on a fact 

that goes to guilt is thought to violate the presumption of innocence.  It is 

said to require the defendant to “disprove” his or her guilt.  But it would be 

impractical to require the prosecution to prove facts that are not in issue and 

it is not thought to violate the presumption of innocence to require a criminal 

defendant to bear the evidentiary burden of putting a fact in issue.  Once the 

fact is in issue, the prosecution bears the persuasive burden.  This splits the 

evidentiary and the persuasive burdens.  Because of the presumption of 

innocence, the prosecution is required to retain the persuasive burden, but 

the evidentiary burden can be moved to the defendant. 

                                           
24

 Perka v. R. [1984] 2 S.C.R. 232, 42 C.R.(3d) 113, 137. 
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III 

The splitting burden and the use of an abstract, external standard of 

proof are characteristic of proof of guilt, as the shifting burden and the use of 

the comparative standard are characteristic of civil proof.   The two forms of 

proof are different.  The blue bus problem is relevant to proof of guilt.  It has 

nothing to do with civil proof.   

 

Another scholar who sees the blue bus problem in terms of the “ritual” 

of a trial says, 

 

Methods of proof that impose moral blame or authorize official 

sanctions on the basis of evidence that fails to penetrate or 

convince the untutored contemporary intuition threaten to make 

the legal system seem even more alien and inhuman than it 

already does to distressingly many.
25

 

 

Notice the phrase “moral blame” and the word “sanctions.”  The comment is 

directed at proof of guilt, not civil proof.  The author recognizes that the 

point “applies with greatest force in the criminal context,” but he goes on to 

say it “also has some significance in much ordinary civil litigation.”
26

  This 

is not correct.  The point has no significance in “ordinary civil litigation.”  

The blue bus problem is about proof of guilt.  It has no bearing on civil 

proof.  

 

The blue bus problem is based on Smith v. Rapid Transit Inc.,
27

 a case 

in which a verdict was directed for the defendant.  On appeal, this direction 

was sustained because 

 

The ownership of the bus was a matter of conjecture.  While the 

defendant had the sole franchise for operating a bus line on 

Main Street … this did not preclude private or chartered buses 

                                           
25

 L. Tribe, Trial By Mathematics: Precision and Ritual in the Legal Process, 84 Harv. L.R. 1329, 1375-6 

(1971). 

 
26

 Id. at 1376, n. 150. 

 
27

  317 Mass. 469, 58 N.E. 2d 754 (1945). 
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from using this street; the bus in question could very well have 

been one operated by someone other than the defendant.
28

 

 

 The reasoning in Smith is faulty.  The court suggests that if the 

defendant‟s franchise had precluded other buses from using Main Street, the 

plaintiff might have had a case, but even if the defendant‟s franchise had 

precluded other buses from using Main Street, “the bus in question could 

very well have been one operated by someone other than the defendant.”  

The existence of a franchise does not dictate the facts: an unfranchised bus 

could have gone where it was not supposed to go.  This argument should 

have been made to the jury by the defendant‟s lawyer, but it was not a 

reason for taking the case away from the jury.   

 

Smith was wrongly decided.  The plaintiff should have been allowed 

to go to the jury.  Whether the jury would have decided the plaintiff‟s case 

was stronger than the defendant‟s is not clear, but the jury should have been 

allowed to make that decision.  This can be seen very clearly if one 

examines Sargent v. Massachusetts Accident Co., a case quoted in Smith as 

saying,  

 

[A] proposition is proved by a preponderance of the evidence if 

it is made to appear more likely or probable in the sense that 

actual belief in its truth, derived from the evidence, exists in the 

mind or minds of the tribunal notwithstanding any doubts that 

may still linger there.
29

 

 

Sargent is a case about an accident policy to be paid if the insured 

suffered death by accidental injury.  The insured was last seen in the 

wilderness going down the river, alone, in a kayak.  A month later his 

paddle, and seven months after that, part of his kayak, were found in the 

river.  The body was never located, so no one could tell how or why the 

insured had died.  The insurance company refused to pay and the beneficiary 

sued.  The burden in this contract action was on the beneficiary to prove that 

the insured had died from an accidental injury.  After the beneficiary 

presented its evidence, the trial court granted the defendant‟s motion to 

dismiss the action.  As a matter of law, the court decided the case should not 

                                           
28

 Id. at p. 755. 
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  307 Mass. 246, 250, 29 N.E.2d 825, 827.   
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even go to the jury because there was no evidence on which a jury could find 

that the insured had died from an accident. 

 

The comment that a fact could only be found on a preponderance of 

the evidence if there was an “actual belief in its truth” sounds as if it comes 

from the trial decision taking the case from the jury.  It does not.  The 

comment comes from the opinion of an appellate court that reversed the trial 

decision.  

 

Upon the evidence, in the opinion of a majority of the court, a 

jury could find, not merely that there was a greater chance that 

the insured met his death by accident falling within the policy 

than that he met a different fate, but that death by accident 

within the policy was in fact indicated by a preponderance of 

the evidence.
30

 

 

The court in Smith misused the quotation from Sargent and the blue bus 

problem is based on that misuse. 

 

Summary 

 

Proof of guilt is closely associated with criminal trials, but the 

difference between civil proof and proof of guilt is not the same as the 

difference between civil and criminal trials.  Proof of guilt is sometimes used 

in civil trials and civil proof is sometimes used in criminal trials.  The two 

forms of legal proof differ conceptually and procedurally.  They involve 

different uses of the word “proof” or we might say, different ideas of what it 

means to “prove” something; they use standards of proof that are different in 

kind, not just degree, and when the burden of proof moves, it moves 

differently in one form than it does in the other.  Once it is noticed that there 

are two different forms of legal proof, the “problem” in the blue bus problem 

disappears.  

 

 

 

                                           
30

 Ibid. 
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